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Introduction to Research

This study looks into the relationship of the defense budget and foreign relations. Whether the war was worth the cost and efforts of government to reduce terrorism. Finally, efforts to reduce terrorism and the wars effect on terrorism.

Public Opinion Before and Now

In 2002 41% of Americans thought that the US made the right decision to use military force in Iraq. In 2012 most people felt the war was not worth the cost and did nothing to increase or decrease the threat of terrorism. However many don't believe the war was worth it and it does not matter how people feel about the governments effort to reduce terrorism.

Data

H 1: Defense Budget vs. Foreign Relations

Table Interpretation H1:

Of the 4 variables that I used to see what changed people's minds on Defense spending, the Approve or Disapprove President Handling Foreign Relations had the highest impact. Of the 1623 people who want to increase spending 1169 approve of the Presidents handling of foreign relations while 454 disapprove.

H 2: War Worth the Cost vs. Efforts to Reduce Terrorism

H 3: Efforts to Reduce Terrorism vs. Wars effect on Terrorism

Findings
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